
CHAPTER 13
+ 

Making Trifl,es of Terrors: 

Redistributing Complicities in 

the Ethical Discourses 

In All� Well That Ends Well, Lafew begins the discussion of Helena's
medical miracle with a slighting comment on those who "say miracles arc
pasc,' and on "our philosophical person ' who "make modern and famil
iar, things supernatural and causeless. Hence it is thac we make trifles of
terrors, ensconcing ourselves into seeming knowledge when we should
submit ourselves to an unknown fear" (2.3.r-6).1 He goes on to associate
the "seeming knowledge' with that cif "the learned and authentic Fellows"
who diagnosed the king as incurable. If "unknown fear" is taken as the
third member of the series chat includes "things supernatural and cause
less" and "terrors," its obvious reference is to something that arouses fear
because it is unknown. But within the clause introduced by ensconcing, the
phrase can denote the effect of the self-protective flight "into seeming
knowledge": among the fearful things the knowledge represses or occludes
.is the fear itself; fear of the fear of something better left unknown; fear of
a fear the play's peake-x:s do not (wish to) know but which their discursive
action continually acknowledges and revives, and which, therefore. they
must continually disown. The protective action Lafew describes is called
'"disowning knowledge" by Stanley Cavell,2 and it is in some respect analo
gous to what ochers call misrecognition (meamnaissance) and co Sartrean bad
faith. It is thi� sense of Lafew s utterance that I shall explore.

What is the cause or object of the unknown fear? For example, from
what terrors, what unknown fear. do philo ophical persons protect them-
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selves in responding as they do to the curing of the king? Why shouldn't
they all rejoice? !he Countess suggests one reason when she expresses her
doubt that the kmg would accept Helena's tender of aid:

He and his physicians
Are of a mind; he, that they cannot help him;
They, that they cannot help. How shall they credit
A poor unlearned virgin, when the schools,
Embowel'd of their doctrine, have left off
The danger to itself? (r.3.232-37)

After they have been thus shown up, do "our most learned doctors" (2.1.us)
fear t� suffer _the consequences of their medical impotence, the emptiness
of their seerrung knowledge? But that hardly qualifies as an unknown fear·
it i�, after all, the cure that appears supernatural and causeless, the effec;
of gr��t power, great trans�endence," a miracle from the "Very hand of
heaven (2.3.31-35). Somethmg besides the hand of heaven must be the
source of the fear.

A clue to what it may be emerges as soon as we realize that Lafew's sen
tentious utterance is an example of the seeming knowledge it criticizes. No
doubt when viewed in generational perspective the utterance illustrates the
wisdom of t�e e:,ders_, a "backward-looking" wisdom obedient "to super
natural sanctions, resistmg the disenchantment of "the new world of social
mobility and opportunism," and imbued with the "tolerance and mellow
grace" of its speaker.3 But in the perspective of gender, Lafew's rhetoric
st:"uts its sapience, exemplifies the worldly wisdom by which patriarchal
�is;ourse disowns, represses, or displaces a specifically "modern and famil
iar fear: the fear of being unmanned by power the discourse alienates from
men and invests in the figure of woman.4 In Al/j Well the fear is focused on
Helena, the phallic virgin who bears her father's power and whose magi
c�l gift becomes a pharmakon that spreads the fear like a contagion from the
kmg to �ertram. The gift combines with her chastity to make her capable
of fulfillmg her desire and asserting a socially transgressive claim to a hus
band and, incidentally, to his property, the transmission of which only she
can guarantee by providing him with heirs.

Helena joins Lafew and the other males in the play in defending against
t�e fea� of her access to power (through her possession of the pharmakon) by
�1spl�cm� the p�wer from "Doctor She" (2.1.79), whom they reduce to a
debile mm1ster (2.3.34), to her father's drug, and to his Father in heaven,

Doctor He, "Him that all things knows" (2.1.148).5 This interpretation has
already been published when 2.3 begins, for Lafew reads it out: "A showing
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